San Antonio's centerpiece is the River Walk, where stone walkways and restaurants line the San Antonio River flowing through the city center. Set below street level, this is a beautiful area with calm waters, graceful bridges, birds, and plenty of shade from large trees towering over the banks. San Antonio Museum of Art and the McNay Art Museum for two very different perspectives. You can find traditional roller coasters, more advanced thrill rides, as well as those designed for younger kids and families. The water park rides are always popular and offer a nice break from the heat of the day. Photographing Austin, San Antonio and the Texas Hill Country: Where to Find Perfect Shots and How to Take Them. Hawai'i A Photographer's Guide to the Big Island: Being in the Right Place, at the Right Time, for the Best Image. Kaua'i A Photographer's Guide to the Garden Isle: Being in the Right Place, at the Right Time, for the Best Image. Photographing Big Sur: Where to Find Perfect Shots and How to Take Them. One Planet: Inspirational Travel Photography from Around the World. Location Filming in Arizona: The Screen Legacy of the Grand Canyon. 3. Haunted places—Texas—Texas Hill Country. 4. Ghosts—Texas—San Antonio. 5. Ghosts—Texas—Austin. She also gave me the opportunity to visit or spend time at a number of the sites described in this book, including Enchanted Rock, the Texas State Capitol, the San Antonio Missions, and the Devil's Backbone (the first three of which I visited with her and students from Fischer Schule Haus Christian Academy, and the last of which is the area where that school is located). Beyond that, we hope this book and the others in the series will be useful to you and that you have an enjoyable, informative, and fulfilling journey on your own haunted road trip! Michael O. Varhola. Forty miles south, in the heart of San Antonio, you will find some of the most haunted San Antonio is home to a number of other missions beyond the well visited Alamo Mission, and these can be found on the San Antonio Mission Trail. This trail, which encompasses four missions, is actually a national park, known as the San Antonio Missions. Along with the Alamo, these form a UNESCO World Heritage site. We found them to be very peaceful places, and well worth the small effort required to visit. The four missions are spread out, with around 2–3 miles between each one, and the first one, Mission Concepción, is around 3 miles south of the city center. As you would imagine, the best way to get between the missions is to follow the mission trail, which is a driving route. Photographing Austin, San Antonio and the Texas Hill Country: Where to Find Perfect Shots and How to Take Them (The Photographer's Guide) Kindle Edition. by Laurence Parent (Author) Format: Kindle Edition. 4.3 out of 5 stars 10 ratings. Gives clear advice on photographing this region including directions on how to find interesting spots, what time of day might be best to show up, and what type of gear to bring. You should buy it. Read more. 4 people found this helpful. Helpful. I bought this book as a gift for my sister who was travelling to San Antonio; I loved the photos. Anyone with a knack for photographing will love having the suggestions as to where and how to take these same shots. Read more. 2 people found this helpful. Helpful.